This chapter will focus on challenges in modeling credit risk for new accounts acquisition process in the credit card industry. First section provides an overview and a brief history of credit scoring. The second section looks at some of the challenges specific to the credit industry. In many of these applications business objective is tied only indirectly to the classification scheme. Opposing objectives, such as response, profit and risk, often play a tug of war with each other. Solving a business problem of such complex nature often requires a multiple of models working jointly. Challenges to data mining lie in exploring solutions that go beyond traditional, well-documented methodology and need for simplifying assumptions; often necessitated by the reality of dataset sizes and/or implementation issues. Examples of such challenges form an illustrative example of a compromise between data mining theory and applications.
cally defined beforehand, and is usually driven by an existing business problem. Once the goal is known, a search begins. This search is guided by a need to best solve the business problem. Any patterns discovered, as well as any subsequent solutions, need to be understandable in the context of the business domain. Furthermore, they need to be acceptable to the owner of the business problem.

Successes of data mining over the last decade, paired with a rapid growth of commercially available tools as well as a supportive IT infrastructure, have created a hunger in the business community for employing data mining techniques to solve complex problems. Problems that were once the sole domain of top researchers and experts can be now solved by a lay practitioner with the aid of commercially available software packages. With this new ability to tackle modeling problems in-house, our appetites and ambitions have grown; we now want to undertake increasingly complex business issues using data mining tools. In many of these applications, a business objective is tied to the classification scheme only indirectly. Solving these complex problems often requires multiple models working jointly or other solutions that go beyond traditional, well documented techniques. Business realities, such as data availability, implementation issues, and so forth, often dictate simplifying assumptions. Under these conditions, data mining becomes a more empirical than scientific field: in the absence of a supporting theory, a rigorous proof is replaced with pragmatic, data driven analysis and meticulous monitoring and tracking of the subsequent results.

This chapter will focus on business needs of risk assessment for new accounts acquisition. It presents an illustrative example of a compromise between data mining theory and its real life challenges. The section “Data Mining for Credit Decisioning” outlines credit scoring background and common practice in the U.S. financial industry. The section titled “Challenges for Data Miner” addresses some of the specific challenges in credit model development.

DATA MINING FOR CREDIT DECISIONING

In today’s competitive world of financial services, companies strive to derive every possible advantage by mining information from vast amounts of data. Account level scores become drivers of a strong analytic environment. Within a financial institution, there are several areas of data mining applications:

- Response modeling applied to potential prospects can optimize marketing campaign results, while controlling acquisition costs.
- Customer’s propensity to accept a new product offer (cross-sell) aids business growth.
- Predicting risk, profitability, attrition and behavior of existing customers can boost portfolio performance.
- Behavioral models are used to classify credit usage patterns. Revolvers are customers who carry balances from month to month, Rate Surfers shop for introductory rates to park their balance and move on once the introductory period ends. Convenience Users tend to pay their balances every month. Each type of customer behavior has a very different impact on profitability. Recognizing those patterns from actual usage data is important. But the real trick is in predicting which pattern a potential new customer is likely to adopt.
- Custom scores are also developed for fraud detection, collections, recovery, and so forth.
- Among the most complex are models predicting risk level of prospective customers. Credit cards lose billions of dollars annually in credit losses incurred by defaulted accounts. There
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